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finding meaning Joe W. Moore III
Mvt. 3
This recital is in fulfillment of the degree B.M. Percussion Performance. Ethan
Cowburn is from the studio of Mike Truesdell.
finding meaning
The outside world is constantly changing, and unfortunately, the music world
often sits idly by. It is time we find music that reflects a world we want to see.
Music that calls for discussion. Music that brings attention to injustice. Music
that reflects what is happening now. Music by living voices with diverse
backgrounds. There is so much we can do as musicians to enact change not
only in music but within our communities as well. I think it is so important
now, more than ever, that we strive to make not only beautiful music but also
music with meaning.
Program Notes
finding meaning is a three-movement solo vibraphone work dedicated to
my wife Samantha, who battled a very severe case of pancreatitis during the
fall of 2019. After undergoing several surgeries and a 36 day stay in the
hospital, Samantha was able to rejoin Sophia and I at home. Needless to say
we are very grateful to still be a family trio. Samantha turned 30 on January
8, 2020 and this was my gift to her.
- Joe W. Moore III
ARGORU VIII for snare drum is a daring, even cheeky little piece. It plays
with the common notions of what snare drums are supposed to do. For
example, it features absolutely deafening silences. It is also decidedly about
rhythm on the one hand and about expression on the other, no less so than a
popular song might be. Like some strange creature eloquent in only its own
language, the snare drum gets worked up but also whispers, gripping the
listener in its brutal honesty. The composer is quoted as saying of the work, “I
avoided the use of drum rolls, flams and other typical things one associates
with snare drumming. Rhythm was my main concentration in the writing of
this work.” ARGORU VIII was commissioned by Meet The Composer
Commissioning Music/USA and was written for Peggy Benkeser.
– Carman Moore 
dis[armed] is scored for percussion duo with tape, originally written for
Washington Squared (Nick Gigante & Yang Chen). This piece is my attempt at
exploring the conversation surrounding gun violence--particularly mass
shootings and the killing of unarmed Black people by police in the US. It pulls
audio from various interviews by parents and victims of different shootings
that have occurred during my lifetime: the murders of Tamir Rice, Stephon
Clark, and Michael Brown, and the Sandy Hook, Pulse Nightclub and Parkland
High School shootings; as well as audio from 2nd amendment marches,
Chicago gang violence news coverage, and news coverage of the murder of
Jemel Roberson. Through this piece, I’ve tried to put the separate but related
occurrences in dialogue, and parce out my own feelings, meditations and
confusion surrounding gun violence/control and legislature. It is my hope that
people begin putting both mass shootings and police brutality in the same
conversation when trying to figure out where to go from here. & that there is
somewhere better to go.
- Yaz Lancaster
"Stephon Clark was shot and killed March 18, 2018 by the Sacramento
Police Department. The two cops were looking for someone reportedly
smashing windows, and found Clark in his grandmother's yard. He resisted
confrontation and ran, and the police swore he was pointing a gun at them.
So they shot at him twenty times.Once closer to the dead body, they found
that there was no gun - only a white iPhone.Eight bullets had made contact -
six in his back. Stephon was a father of two, in his grandmother's yard.At the
end of the cops' body cam video, a cop suggests "Hey, mute?" just before the
audio recording stops. 
Stevonte Clark, Brother: "Say his name. You're going to know his name
forever. You're going to know him. You're going to remember this."
Sequita Thompson, Grandmother: "C'mon now, they didn't have to do that."
Darrell Steinberg, Sacramento Mayor: "The questions raised by the
community and council members are appropriate and must be answered
during the investigation. Based on the videos alone, I cannot second-guess
the split-second decisions of our officers, and I'm not going to do that.
"Police: "Hey, show me your hands. Stop. Stop. Hey - show me your hands.
Gun gun gun.
We need to know if you're ok. We need to get you to medics, so we can't go
over and get you help until we know you don't have a weapon.
...
Hey, mute?"
